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THE MANDJAK

Arabian accounts, dating from the 9th century, 
describe the high quality of fabric and richness of dress 
in certain African communities.

 In the 16th century, the Portuguese left a strong 
imprint on Mandjak textiles, when they settled on the 
Cape Verde Island of Santiago.  Along with the Jews, 
who were exiled due to religious persecution by the 
Portuguese crown, they organized the production of 
intricately decorated pagnes for monetary trading in 
African territories. This highly developed commerce 
lasted more than one hundred and fifty years.

The Mandjak, along with other captive weavers living on Cape Verde, are 
the ones who preserved and skillfully maintained this acquired technique, 
passing it on through apprenticeship, over the centuries.



  

THE MANDJAK COMMUNITY

This festival is held in France, in an assembly hall

These women are wearing traditional dress, not 
considered as folkloric costume. Their gowns are not flaunted 
for a public event, but rather displayed to celebrate their 
strong community spirit. 

The Mandjak people reflect their traditions and beliefs, 
which they cultivate no matter where they are in the world. 

Among the historical pagnes of traditional textiles that I 
preserve in Saint-Louis, Sénégal, five pieces express the 
vitality of the Mandjak weaving tradition and demonstrate the 
creativity of the women who commission these pagnes from 
the weavers.

These motifs are written messages woven within the 
pagnes.  Conceived as a pledge of special engagement, they 
convey the importance of the cause.

It is easy to read the texts found in our pagnes, nevertheless they must be decoded: 
we will attempt to help you.



  

The rarity of these expensive pagnes adds to the 
splendor of important celebrations.  The women involved in 
their village activities, at the request of a ‘benefactor’ or 
‘socialite’, or of their own initiative, commission the 
elaborate work by the most valued weaver in the region.

Conveying a short message, a slogan or the image of 
the celebrated person, with his complete, proper name, it is 
often commemorated with the date.

This original motif is rhythmical with alternating lines 
and geometric adornments that completely cover the entire 
pagne.



  

Ordination of priests:  Ceremonial Carpet-Pagnes  
cover  the two young men.

In Guinea Bissau: the Mandjak country of origin, this 
textile with written text is called “Pano Letra” in Portuguese 
creole, which signifies  ‘fabrics that speak’.

On festival day, these pagnes are raised like flags, 
displayed on rugs, and worn as accessories.



  

THE PAGNE DEMONSTRATES THE STRENGTH OF 
ANCESTRAL TIES

Villagers as well as city dwellers have maintained their 
culture during centuries of disorder.  The rights of initiation, 
the animist beliefs, secret societies, witch craft . . . as well as 
propitious rituals, were the  foundations of their well 
preserved  faith,  although became considerably interwoven 
with the colonial contacts.
 

Maria Teixeira: anthropologist
 “Divine and Therapeutic Mandjak Rituals” :

“One person is made of several elements.  An “ulugum” 
is an invisible concept coming from the land of the dead to 
self-incarnate in the land of the living.  But this term also 
designates a new-born baby.  It is only after some passing 
time that the baby becomes a person “ñan”. 

 In addition, to conclude a funeral, a parent of the deceased leaves from the house of the 
mourners, carrying in his arms a pagne, belonging  to the family ancestral line, as if it were a 
new born baby being presented to the family.   Following this, the fabric is shaken to free the 
“ulugum” from death so that it can continue the reverse journey to the land of ancestors.  
Several months after death, the “ulugum” becomes a “nalugum”, a term designating 
‘ancestor’.  The word “ugulum” expresses a transition between the world of the living and the 
world of the dead.  It is a spirit of “between the two”, of becoming, of moving between 
humanity and ancestry.



  

« Pagnes speak through their colors
Listen to the words of pagnes   
The cries of “pagnos pretos” colored indigo or black
The ceremonial voice of moiré* pagnes, which sooth for 
sleep
The light pagnes with fresh voices, confronting the heat of 
African days
The pagnes, brilliant and strong, from which carpets are 
composed:  they sing beneath the feet of newlyweds.
The flirty pagnes, smiling at the young girls while whistling 
and swirling around their hips.
The “lankons” helplessly mourning their plaintive airs of pity, 
announcing the funeral hour
They have the warm voice of a ballade in their tones
The litany of moaning pagnes, telling the burdens of battle 
for women
The praise and joyful words from commemorative pagnes, 
“Latrus” and “Dom Fafe”,
They coo like birds above the shoulders and stature of 
women
Our pagnes simply speak. »

*The cry of ‘panos pretos’: these pagnes 
are woven in black and white. The cry is 
given by the contrast
* The pagnes moirés are smooth, but 
once completed, they are beaten on the 
‘taparka’.  This treatment gives the moiré 
finish.

Liberal translation of a poem by Marie 
Odette Costa Semedo. She was the 
Minister of Education in Guinée Bissau 
from 1997 to 1999.



  

 WRITING IN ORAL TRADITION

Script is a graphic tool just as any other design element.

A pirogue is carved by hand, then decorated with 
sculpted, painted or written apotropaïques (good luck) 
symbols, and given a final touch of colorful pennants, 
floating in the breezes.



  

The French colonizers imposed formal schooling and 
required writing.  Often limited to administrative uses, writing 
was, however, adopted for decorative and protective 
purposes.  

Inscriptions on pirogues, minibuses, horse carts, as on 
“Speaking Pagnes” profess the name of one’s protector in 
time of danger.

Notice that the text is written in Roman characters, yet it 
is an Arabian expression , and as in Arabic, written from right 
to left . . .  Djibril Alley Salam: Glory and Peace to The Angel 
Gabriel. 
 

Writing is a design to indicate one’s affiliation with a 
brotherhood and to show one’s support for a social or 
religious cause.



  

THE SPEAKING PAGNE 
IN THE POLITICAL AND SOCIAL SPHERES

The eight-pointed star on this textile is a common motif 
seen in the antique pagnes collection from Cape Verde and 
Guinea Bissau. The star represents splendor radiance, 
brilliance and nobility.

Women participated and supported the freedom 
fighters and their cause.

On this “pagne-banner” a star and the text demand the 
Portuguese to honor the Algerian Accord. August 26, 1974. 

In short:  Portuguese go home!



  

THE POLITICAL SPHERE

A pagne in memory of Amilcar Cabral: the hero in the 
struggle for independence.
  

In 1956, the African Party for Independence of 
Guinea and Cape Verde, PAIGC, was founded by the 
militant independents aligned with Amilcar Cabral to 
achieve the independence of Cape Verde and Portuguese 
Guinea which were at that time under colonial domination.
 

In Guinea Bissau, Amilcar Cabral is a national hero.  
A brilliant engineer, an enlightened motivator, he 
organized and educated his followers in the battle for 
independence and progress.  

He was “eliminated” just before Independence was 
gained.
   
This pagne is always in high demand.



  

THE POLITICAL SPHERE

The  Kapock Tree  The discussion tree.

Let us decode the message.  
Poilàs de Brà is the “Settlement tree” of conflict.  Represented 
here is the civil war of June 7th; on this date in 1998, in the city 
of Bissau, the militants of two rival camps confronted each 
other at the base of this tree which stands on the road linking 
the city with its airport.

The two buildings on each side of the tree, represent the opposing camps.  
The tree represents the negotiations and peace agreements which were signed one year 
and many victims later.



  

 SOCIAL SPHERE

In Wolof, the most common language spoken in Dakar, 
“Set” means clean: “Setal” is the imperative, Clean-up!   The 
expression applies to the physical as often as it applies to 
moral propriety.  Inversely, the expression implies that filth 
degrades man and society.   
      During the ‘80’s, Sénégal experienced a series of social 
upheavals.  The World Bank imposed their political influence 
in the national economic restructure.  The Sénégal 
government discontinued most public services and provided 
no alternative solutions.  Dakar, a city bursting with the 
effects of rural exodus, became subject to total anarchy.  
During this period, the singer, Youssou Ndour, who was 
extremely popular in his youth, released an album entitled 
“SET” Cleanliness in your spirit, in your actions, in your soul, 
in your body.  That was the credo of “SET”, the success of 
Youssou Ndour, composed in 1990.
         

This ‘pop hit’, instilled a reaction in the minds and spirit of Sénégalese youth.  The 
idea of “Set-Setal” was born. The youth, living in overpopulated migratory zones 
gathered with brooms, buckets, dustpans and wheelbarrows to begin a grand clean-up.  
Mothers, in support of their sons and daughters, participated in the movement of public 
health and cleanliness, weaving a new demonstration/militant pagne.  



  

COMMEMORATION

The students of HEC Paris, while here in Saint-Louis 
for a communication seminar, commissioned a 
commemorative pagne combining their acronym HEC and 
the logo of the Saint-Louis 350 Years, committee.

Ano 2000



  

RELIGIOUS SPHERE

Financial campaign for the church renovation.     

Festival Day – We inaugurate the new church

The new mosque



  

INTIMATE SPHERE

Very chatty, these pagnes “talk” in the intimate sphere

The lovers’ exchange

Desire for a child or the fertility doll   

Ashanti fertility doll

A woman who lives with a fertility problem, reveals her 
“infant project” in this manner.

One way to remove an evil spell.

This series reminds one of rosary beads



  

THE PAGNES TESTIFY AS WE LISTEN

Roots and inter-racial mix 
Family history is written here

         
On left:   skin        On right: clothing

In the distant past, everything was written on the body, 
itself.  Since the arrival of decorated weaving, it is as if one 
transferred all identifying signs of ethnicity to clothing.  
Aided in this transference by the influence of the colonial 
settlers and their priests, the weavers replaced the tattoo 
market.  



  

ROOTS

The second skin of aïeule (ancestry), a pagne is 
closely guarded because, one believes, malevolent 
actions with unfortunate results could befall the family.  
The legacy of a valued pagne is as symbolic as the legacy 
of one’s ancestors’ moral values. 

THE MIXED RACE

On the left, the motif is very African: a man rooted to 
the earth, turned to the heavens.

On the right, the border design integrates the 
Portuguese cross, depicting the Portuguese “mixed race”.
  

The same cross is seen on this ancient engraving.

The treasure chest of the grandmother (an element of nomadic range), can contain 
dozens of marvels, which often illustrate a long family history.



  

IT IS AN INDICATION OF LINEAGE

Pagnes speak clearly of lineage, of prosperity, of order 
within ranks and casts.

They tell of lineage through the style of patterns and by 
the use of specific woven materials and colors.  The dress 
of the men and women “Toucouleurs” and “Sérères”, as 
well as ”Mandjak” and “Diola” have historically been 
distinct: regional codes of cut and color are adopted very 
early in life. 

Pagnes, similar to other details of dress, such as 
jewels, coiffures and body engraving, show the lineage to 
which one belongs.  

Prosperity is seen via the outward complexity of the 
techniques employed.

Rank:  The classes of age.  Adolescents and married women do not wear the same style of 
pagne.
Castes:  The esthetic cultivated and continued within a Maribou’s family is different from the 
tradition of a griot’s family.

Within old photographs, today’s traditional griots always find historical indications while 
decoding the fabrics either worn or displayed.



  

IT SYMBOLIZE FAMILY COHESIVENESS

Baptism: A baby swaddled in tradition

The Imam breathes the name into the infant’s ear

The Mandjak infant inherits his legacy, which is, in a 
sense, larger than life. On the eighth day of his life, the 
baby receives the name of a member of his extended 
family, while wrapped in a pagne, specially woven for the 
ceremony.  

The pagne participates in all rituals; baptism, 
circumcision, dowry bestowal, wedding nights and funerals, 
because it represents the intersecting lines of lineage, the 
thread of generations which maintains and reinforces 
survival of the group.

The message of ‘oneness’.

The pagne with which the baby was carried on his mother’s back will be passed on to him 
when he reaches adulthood. It will be guarded with the same respect that he carries for his 
mother, remembering the maternal warmth and her continual generosity.



  

POWER LINKS

Left : Parade and ritual before the ‘match’, 1961.  

Right : Moudou Lô, the victor.

Another cultural aspect of weaving is in the mystic-
religious context.  In the past, Sénégalese wrestlers wore 
intricately woven sport bands, where the placement was 
strategically arranged. 

The women, who provided these bands to the winner, 
distributed them afterwards as talismans.  The fans were 
mesmerized as they waited to receive a piece of this “relic” 
which was believed to possess special power. 

The material itself, with woven messages, speaks 
strongly to the people.   

And the design ?  Is it viewed from the same perspective as we see it ?  
While it is perceived in the half-light in the hut, in the firelight of a nighttime festival, shining 
on the bodies of dancers, producing a visual trance … certainly not !

The importance given to this precious healing material is a genuine talisman that 
nurses strained ties and injured identities.



  

AND FINALLY THE SOCIAL LINK

Fabric pagnes, those made from wax or basin, have not 
replaced woven pagnes in African families. The artisan’s 
nimble fingers know how to tame wild fibers, a talent to 
arrange and adorn all they touch, symbolically gives an 
image of a civilization which tames the wild.
 

The process to civilize is viewed as ritualistic and 
permanent work in nature. The body is crafted, shaped, 
from a young age. The temperament, also:  it is sculpted, as 
much as the body. The group itself is modeled and refined, 
because it must achieve a cohesive unity which is vital to 
overcome crisis.
 

Society, the family, an individual transforms as a whole 
to vanquish harmful tendencies. 

Life is very hard. In a climate of incertitude, lived as if nothing is secure, no one has 
the right to follow his natural instincts !  This is the concept of peace, so dear to the people 
and intricately woven along the thread of generations, as if done by a skillful weaver.  



  

Woven pagnes are a means of communication, each 
carrying a message to decode.
 

Men and women utilize them to discretely express 
their feelings and to subtly interact within the family and 
social environment.
 

Speaking pagnes carry one’s deepest thoughts. Worn 
on the body as a second skin, it is an expressive tattoo of 
cultural demonstration.

Pagnes Letras are an occasional “plus”, an activist’s 
declaration, a way to record memories, which are 
enhanced by appreciation of a pagne’s high value.

But apart from this communication function, woven pagnes celebrate, through their 
material and symbolic form, a victory over chaos: the chaos which precedes civilization.

Devoid of the human spirit that puts all in order, chaos equals indifference, lack of 
structure, total passivity:  all things against which communities mobilize, working in 
perpetuity for generations to come.
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